
Discussion

1. Comparison between 條條條條 tiu4, 筒筒筒筒 tung4, 碌碌碌碌 luk1 and 枝枝枝枝 zi1

2. Comparison between 枝枝枝枝 zi1, 樽樽樽樽 zoen1, 罐罐罐罐 gun3 and 桶桶桶桶 tung2

3. Comparison between 盒盒盒盒 hap6 and 包包包包 baau1

4. Comparison between 包包包包 baau1, 排排排排 paai4, 袋袋袋袋 doi6 and ‘pack’
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[+big][+/- big][+/- big][+/- big]Size

MetalPlastic, glassMaterial

[+/- narrow] 

[+/- cylindrical]

[+/- narrow] 

[+/- cylindrical]

[+/- narrow] 

[+/- cylindrical]

[+ narrow] 

[+/- cylindrical]

Shape

桶桶桶桶 tung2罐罐罐罐 gun3樽樽樽樽 zoen1枝枝枝枝 zi1Features
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Introduction

•Cantonese, as a numeral classifier language, has its intricate classifier system which is 

used syntactically obligatory in noun phrases containing numerals. 

•Accompanied with the tremendous emergence of innovative packages and products in 

supermarkets, new mappings between the container classifiers and the objects with new 

physical appearances have been formed.

•The language users’ perception of the shapes, packing material, flexibility and size of 

the product contribute to their choice of classifiers. 

•Previous studies in Cantonese classifiers mainly focused on prototypical objects with 

little variations in their physical appearance.

•Not much studies on the choice of container classifiers by Cantonese speakers had 

been done.

Methodology

•Participants: 50 college students (26 male, 24 female)

•Task: Object elicitation task in the form ‘one-Classifier-Noun’

•Stimulus items: 35 items (17 snacks, 18 beverages) varying in categories, shapes, sizes 

and materials. 

Research Question and Proposed Hierarchy

•The choice of classifiers for food and drink items

•Proposed hierarchy for the classification of Cantonese container classifiers

Shape (level 1) → Material (level 2) → Flexibility (level 3) → Size (level 4)
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Peanut oil (can)33

Beer34

Lemon Tea (250mL)29

Mr. Juicy (1 bag)30

30%Vita Soya Beam Milk (1 pack)27

2%2%Yakult (1 pack)19

22%2%FruTips Candy (1 pack)17

26%2%Oreo Biscuits (1box)12

6%Yan Yan Chocolate Sticks9

20%Cornflake Cookies10

2%Crunch chocolate bar4

6%Strawberry chocolate bar5

M&Ms chocolates6

Coca Cola (1 can)20

Coca Cola (1.25mL bottle)22

2 %Coca Cola (2L bottle)23

2 %Mineral water (big)24

Mineral water (bottle)25

Milk (bottle)26

Soya Bean Sauce28

2 %4 %Peanut oil (big)31

Peanut oil (small)32

58%Coca Cola (1 pack)35

Coca Cola (500mL bottle)21

Yakult (1 bottle)18

2 %72 %20 %FruTips Candy 16

6%40 %Sausages (1pack)15

14 %Koala Biscuits14

2 %62 %2 %Digestive Biscuits (1 box)13

6 %48 %20 %Oreo Biscuits (1bag)11

6 %60 %22 %Recheado chocolate biscuits8

12 %52 %34 %Baci chocolate bar7

2%2 %60 %Milo chocolate bar3

2 %76 %Toblerone chocolate bar (plastic wrap) 2

18 %58 %Toblerone chocolate bar (paper wrap) 1

pack碌碌碌碌
luk1

筒筒筒筒
tung4

條條條條
tiu4ItemsItem 

No.

List of Stimulus Items (items not shown in scale)

1 Toblerone chocolate bar 2 Toblerone chocolate bar 3 Milo chocolate bar
(paper wrap) (plastic wrap)

4 Crunch chocolate bar 5 Strawberry chocolate bar 6 M&Ms chocolate

7 Baci chocolate bar 8 Recheado chocolate 9 Yan Yan chocolate sticks

10 Conflake cookies 11 Oreo biscuits (1 bag) 12 Oreo biscuits (1 box)

13 Digestive Biscuits 14 Koala biscuits 15 Sausages (1 pack)

16. Frutips Candy 17. Frutip Candy (1 pack) 18. Yakult (1 bottle)
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[+/- rigid][- rigid][+ rigid][+/- rigid]Flexibility

pack袋袋袋袋 doi6排排排排 paai4包包包包 baau1Features

[+ prism shape]Shape

Paper, plasticPaper, plastic, metalMaterial

[+/- rigid][+ rigid]Flexibility

包包包包 baau1盒盒盒盒 hap6Features

List of Stimulus Items (continued)

19. Yakult (1 pack) 20. Coca Cola (1 Can) 21. Coca Cola
(500mL bottle)

22. Coca Cola (1.25L bottle) 23. Coca Cola (2L bottle) 24. Mineral water (big)

25. Mineral water (bottle) 26. Milk (bottle) 27. Vita Soya bean milk
(1 pack)

28. Soya bean sauce 29. Lemon Tea (250mL) 30. Mr. Juicy (1 bag)

31. Peanut oil (big) 32. Peanut oil (small) 33. Peanut oil (can)

34. Beer 35. Coca Cola (1 pack)


